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Paik Wan has more than 10 years of experience in lecturing ACCA taxation (CAT FTX
Foundation in Taxation, ACCA F6 Taxation) and financial accounting papers (ACCA F7
Financial Reporting). She also co-lectures the ACCA P2 Corporate Reporting with
Mr.Haneef in TARUC. In addition, Paik Wan is also the registered mentor of the ACCA
Oxford Brookes University Research and Analysis Project.
Paik Wan has a very engaging personality and lecturing style. She holds the attention of
students in all her lectures and has high expectations of her students. She encourages her
students to always work at their best level and believes that practice makes perfect. Paik
Wan is also very passionate about teaching and influencing students’ lives and
understanding the impact on them. Furthermore, she is also well known to have a very
strong rapport with her students.
Below are some testimonials of Paik Wan’s students :“Hi Ms.Wong, I’ve passed the P2 paper with unpredictable marks of 72. Thanks Ms.Wong
for the guidance provided throughout the pathway.”
Irene Lee
“Hi Ms.Wong, I passed my P2 with dangerous 51..hahaha! Thanks for all your guidance
and advice. You made me passed my P2.”
Jun Ning
“I passed my F6, Ms.Wong!! Thank you very much for your guidance. I couldn’t have
done it without you!!”
Li Li
“Hi Ms.Wong, I passed your F6 paper. Thank you for all your hard work in teaching us.”
Siti Hawa Izlan
“Ms.Wong, I passed F6!! Thank you so much for your support and effort!!”
Pei Jin
“Hi Ms.Wong! I passed the OBU! Thank you so much and I am so thankful to have you
as my mentor!!”
Tan Shin Yee
“I passed my OBU!! Thank you Ms.Wong for all the encouragement and support all these
while since F6 days!! I am truly grateful!!”
Foo Jen Yin

“Hi Ms.Wong, I passed my OBU. Thank you so much for your patience and guidance for
all these months! ”
Chea Chia Poh
“Hi Ms.Wong. I passed my OBU project! Thank you a lot for your support and help. I
hope more success to you!!”
Osama Hassan

